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Release Notes for Patch Release#4583

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.4-rev23Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.4-rev21
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #4555.

57023 ”Show done tasks” resets after logout and loginMissing handling to store grid options.This has been fixed by adding handling for all options (sort, order, done).
56965 Distribution list - adding an external user with just clicking save is not workingMissing blur handler.This has been solved by introcucing blur handler on typeahead field.
56924 Forward Email in some mails attachment get lostWrong mail part id for the text part.This has been solved by adjusting part in case ”nature” is set to ”virtual”.
56875 Eml Import via Drag&Drop not working with Unified MailboxEml import were available for unified inbox but not working.Now importing for unified mail folder is disabled.
56795 Month view - appointments in weeks 13, 22, 31, 39, 40 48 get not displayedWeek collection of last week in month was overwritten, instead of reused, when new weeks wererequired.Reuse already existing week collections to solve this issue.
56774 Usercopy of user with userfilestore fails with generic error messageLook-up whether destination user should use Unified Quota although not yet completely available.Now deny copying a user using Unified Quota and avoid checking for it during user-copy operation.
56638 Cloud storage - error messages after moving of a larger folder / larger number of
files between different storagesHeart-beat kicks-in too late.This has been solved by letting heart-beat kick-in early enough.
56342 Show and hide name while mail composeDefault account ”displayname” is used in from dropdown but initally set in a jslob setting onceyou’ve started to add a custom displayname.This has been fixed by storing current account ”displayname” right from the start and keep in up-dated every time a instance of mail compose is created.
55044 OXTender for Outlook destroys SMIME signatureEmpty lines are discarded when parsing multipart content.Keep possible preceding new-lines at the start of a multipart content to not destroy SMIME signa-ture.
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3 Tests
Open-Xchange has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced within a lab environ-ment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
57023, 56965, 56924, 56875, 56795, 56774, 56638, 56342, 55044,
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